
`'ong tioe, huh? 
If I remember correctly, the Whites told oe that you star very buoy with the succeso of your hobey-oidoline. 
liowe Tor, io the couroc of checking oome,thong out in my files I find a reforcoce to one of yours ler: while I as not certain that I'm in pay-dirty the indications are good. expiniu. 
For nontha I fed the sedia what turned out to be first-rate leads and. facto and aualyseo on The Wateroute, but with the hot stuff there was fear, really terror. In the end i decided to do my own book on it, without ea tract or prospect. 1;espite the dulitser, thole; hao boon SO original reporting. There has been the diligent pursuit of leaks. As soon au nunt'u name appeared, inquiry proved productive. i pro:: 	you hive kept up enough to lalow the obvious. One of the f3 rat things that emerged in the probability that bp had sonething to do with killing the second if not the first deal I had on tibite-waeh. lie was then still in CIA and in dooestio intelligence, from persuasive stuff I have developed. 'Olio includes even the cover office from which he worked and his cover on that. I have now developed connections between him and others in turn connected with the Free CUba Coisnittee, COPC I think it was called, and conoections between it and others. This seuss to be one of the too many cases iv. thich those I've trooted have decioated my files. Solo: of what I recall is miseing. One of the 	reraainin; is on illeodblo copy of part of a letter from you dealing ,4ith CLOT. 
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go into all the reasons, tared them are more  snore their those above, but this is leads that really ohouid be followed thoroughly. So I write in the hopes that time to go to your old files and got that on WPC and all that can be send  no copies. I also think that the Shiteo should. go over those files. working together on zone of this unu to the degree possible I have been informed. I'll send them a carbon of this. 
:and if you can still tap Cuban sources, that might be valuable if you let me know. As well no any info you do not have on CCM% 
In the years since we have been in touch I have developed enough to go to court against CIA for violation:. of ■--4* rights. The problem is being able to afford it. One with whoa i work closely now is unknown to you. 1.43 is a fine young lower. We are working on this together. I no louder keep in contact with most of those you once me to be in tooah with, booed on what ions/med. 
at would be much better if you were as oircuMspect as possible, saying nothing that need not be said to anyone who need not be contacted. This is a hairy area, xi:Leese believe me, and it conoecto with the hairiest part of the Watergate story. The laroely unexposed partz. 

If you can find any other tine, there is a re oearch projoct i would oak of you that woo req4re a trip of perhaps 30 tiles. There is nobody else I will ask to do this, so if you can t it will go undone. The reason is that I will want nobody else to be privy because of" the urgent need for confidentiality. Urgent enough to not do it rather than run any rosk of loose talk or subsequent irrospOnsible misuse. You, I know, do not do thiago lie thou::. It would. be  library work. 
Some of thio traces to sew Orleans in ways I can t now go into. Take to long. If you do not have tine, I'll understand. Thonks either way, and bt.I.A; regards, 


